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Students Speak For Peace Day’ Opens
By ED HOLLAND

All campus Pathways will converge to the barbecue area in front of the Women’s Gym this morning
at 11:30 for the opening event in San Jose State’s
Students Speak for Pence Day.
A Students Speak for Peace Day also is being
abseiled this week at Stanford, UC, Chico State and
.4an Francisco State.
The purpose of the day, sponsored by the Spartan
1, Roger Williams Club and Wesley Foundation, Is to
arolise students to express their beliefs on is way of
maintaining world peace," Ben Zlataroff, co-chairman
id the day, reported.
Tonight at 7:30 a discussion and lecture on world
peace is scheduled in the Stunt Christian Center.

This morning’s program will feature eight students
and three faculty members alternating at the rostrum
stand every 10 minutes. Each speaker is expected to
.participate in a discussion with the audience.
Student speakers will be Clark Akatiff, Christopher Sheffield, FM Avila, John Gustafson, Bob Steward, Hale Scott, Bob MeClenithan and Brian Paddoek.
Faculty speakers will be Dr. Mervyn L Cadwallader.
Dr. Arturo B. Faille and Anthony Pearce.
Throughout the day, students and faculty members will be polled on the question: "Should we challenge or support the dominantly military approach our
government is taking in the problem posed by Communist powers?" Results of the poll will be announced
later.

ts,

Commenting taither on the puip,. ol
students
Speak for Peace Day, Zlataruff commented: "Everyone criticizes apathy, yet no one seems to be overly
interested in working for a solution to world pence,
so here is our start."
Students from the five sel Is observing Students
Speak for Peace Day will gather Saturday after
in l’nion Square in San Francisco for as rally to be
followed by a poster walk through the business district.
Saturday night Earle L. Reynolds, who last summer in protest sailed his yacht into a Pacific nuclear bomb test zone, will speak following the rally
at a supPer party at the American Friends Service
Committee Headquarters in San Francisco. Reservations for the slipper can be made at the Spartan Y.
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’Token’ Raise
Under Fire

Br. Bert Morris. San Jose State professor of chemistry.
charged this week that Gov. Edwin G. "Pat" Bross’’’. administration threatened to cut off several legislators’ water
Jppropriations if they voted for the 121,i per cent pay raise
for ,:tate college faculty.
"They (the legislators) were told by Brown’s supporters in the Ways and Means Subcommittee not to vote for
the pay raise, or the water appor-40--sonments for their districts would
he cut from the next budget," Dr.
Morris said.
Dr. Morris did not name the as em Hymen.
m
of the
Or. Ilorris, a meber
Conunittee, said
SAN FRANCISCO, 11.11)1)An
the new budget calls for what he
termed "a token" raise of 5 per amended divorce complaint against
vent for state employes.
Michael J. Barnato, heir to the
’The State Personnel Board rec- Kimberley diamond fortune, will
rimmenderl last December that
be filed here "in the next 10 days"
stale employes be given a Vi per
cent pa > raise commensurate with according to Harry Wainwright,
the rising wages in pi (vale indus- attorney for Mrs. Barnato.
try, They also suggested a 12’,2
Wainwright said he would file
percent pay raise for college recutthe amendment with "plenty of de," 1)1.. Morris emphasized.
tails," to get a court order forcing
-Rat now," he continued, "the
Carolyn Kirby, 22, model and forn..st State administration has demer San Jose State student, to
rided to keep the raise at 5 per
discuss her relationship with Barnato.
State College Salary CornBarnato, 24, an Air Force
’ e. he added, has written to
,hlymen, including Bruce Al - lieutenant stationed at Almaden
Gatos I mho supported Radar Base near San Jose, admeasures, seeking to have mitted last month in a court hear3 pet rent bill amended in ing that he took a trip with Miss
avor .4 the personnel board... roc- Kirby to the West Indies and ease
,ndation.
her various gifts.

,,...,welfare

C.-oed Named
I n Tri angle

Brubeck Packs
Morris Dailey
MIKE JOHNSON
Fine Arts Editor

The Dave Bridled, Quartet
last night proved SJS WILL
huy good jazz. To a packed
house, the combo played two
hours of fine music ranging
from pixie-ish piano solos to
lamming drum solos.

Brubeck featured his regular
;die sax man, Paul Desmond, who
has been with the quartet since
1951 Joe Morello was
on drums,
’ref Genf. Wright played bass.
M silo’s di umming %sag (if
fling can bet exquisite. His
,ste and incredible technique
the rhythm section together,
the exchange of choruses
Ii Brubeck
and Desmond.
iesome Road," played early
ereeram, showed Brubeck’s
nutty and arranging talent. He
nn with an almost silent, un’,Trinket one -finger chorus,
guise it to Desmond, who
,anie in with a
quiet ride. After
‘ix ,horuses of trading solos, Mo. tamped the tempo to a racy
xciting pace. giving Brubeck
bosmond a chance for some
I,
improvising.

"Swanee River" was another
I highlight. A piano-sax duet for the
opening and closing choruses set
the stage for more of that ox.
I
elusively - Brubeck improvsation.
Stephen Foster never had it so
good.
In an intermission interview
recorded by KOED Brubeck said
he is happy to say his is one of the
few jazz groups that has been able
to stick together without having
to use gimmicks. He added Desmond to his trio eight years ago,
and has not changed the instrumentation since.
He said, however, that within
the next year, he plans to do
some recording with chorus and
string orchestra.

Frat Choral Sing
Set for May 20

Fraternity choral groups are
preparing to compete in.the 10th
annual "Spring Sing" on May 20
In Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Choral groups from each participaling fraternity will sing for approximately seven minutes and
cups will go to first, second and
third place winners.
First place honors were copped
last spring by Alpha Tau Omega
Delta Upsilon and Theta Chi
placed second and third.
(lain Valley: Cloudy with
The first "Spring Sing" at San
itlulilal
light rain through to.
was sponsored by Theta
esoJetaS
’11th 83-70: low tonight
50-36; Chi fraternity. It is now sponsored
rly winds 10-15 M.P.H.
by the InterfraternIty Council.

Umbrella Time

Public Queried
On Paper Desire
SAN JOSE, (UPI .The poblIe
this city is being asked
whether it wants as new daily
newspaper of a liberal. Democratic editorial policy.
The question is being asked In
a six -page, newspaper -size circular now being generally distributed in San Jose and the surrounding communities.
Sheldon F. Sackett, publisher
of the Coos Bay, Ore., World,
has Issued the circular and has
offered $10,000 in cash prizes
for answers to the question.
The San Jose Mercury and the
News have not published for SR
days due to strike* by three
unions, pressmen, stereotyper%
and the San Jose Newspaper
Guild,
Joseph B. Bidder, publisher of
the San Jose newspapers, had no
comment on the circulars. Robert Hickey, president of the
Guild, said the Guild had no part
in the distribution of the circular.

Author Says
France
’Blunders
"France today is blunderftilly
administrative, and suffers from
painful anachronisms in ideology."
These assertions, belonging to
Swiss Journalist -Historian Herbert
Leuthy, form the background upon
which the tragic drama of modern
France unfolds in his book,
"France Against Herself."
"Dr. David Kulstein, assistant
professor of history explained at
yesterday’s hook talk that
Leuthy, though In despair fixer
its present situation, still loves
France "as does every man who
has lived there."
Probably the biggest bog of
French trouble said Dr. Kulstem.
lies in the administration of
French laws. Thq administrators
work well as long as they follow
accepted methods of doing things,
and as long as no new problems
of government arise. But France
today, is swamped with new problems, and she is in trouble.
The second most confusion causing factor in French chaos
today, he said, is the centralization
of the country.
"Everything Is run from Paris.
No business of any sire has its
headquarters anywhere hilt Paris.
No minor provincial official can
secure Improvements for his
parish wit:hunt going through
Parisian red tape.
"Ideologies, worn thin through
constant bickering, keeps compromise on government level at a
plane difficult to reach and imposible to ace"

McCLENAHAN NAMED PROSECUTOR

Council Approves $8000
To Cover Athletic Deficit

More titan
V.11, appropriated yesterday to the
Athletic Department by the
Student Council in a marathon 3i hour session which
closed its term of office.
Robert (Pat) MeClenahan.

San Jose State junior, was appointed prosecuting attorney for the
coming year. Five students applied
for the ASB position.
The $8.331.91 general fund grant
was given to cover four separate
budget items: $1,948.80 to send 10
men to the NCAA track meet at
Lincoln, Neb., in June; $908.44 to
send four players to the NCAA
tennis championships at Evanston,
111.: $2.226.85 to cover an estimated net deficit of the basketball sea-

son, and $3,247.82 to pa> inthletic medical bill.
MeClenahatn. a junior, has
worked In student government
for several years and acted ass
chairman nt the Constitutional
Commilts, tor the Junior etas%
Junior f lass parliamentarian and
Spartan V ( amstitution Committee member this year.
Other Spartans applying for the
position were Bud Watson. Jeiry
Alexander, Paul Elders and Pat
Partridge, Steve Walsh, who had
previously applied, withdrew his
application.
"I plan to carry out the duties
of the ASH prosecuting attorney
to the best of my ability," McCienahan said. "I’ll do my best to cooperate with students, court, council and organizations in fulfillment
of my duties."

la an altobst
move, the council unanimous],
voted approval of the recent Ass:
By -Law amendment on discritsii
nation and the constitution,1
change.
A director and two assistant directors ior Spartacamp acre
named yesterday. Don Brown will
handle the directorship with Moreland Stevens and Carol T. Anderson as his assistants.
Community Ser.ice chairman
Dean LeGras announced that SJS
copped first place in the Selah
Pereira Blood Drive Scrapbook
i contest. The trophy again will remain at SJS for the coming year.
Applications were opened for
the position of student court
chief justice for two weeks. Stu ’tents Interested in applying may

Oral Readers in Benefit
Oral Readers a-ill present "Mistress Masham’s Repose," their secmajor production of the semester,
today at 3:30 p.m. in Studio
Theater,
Admission is 50 cents. The same
reading will be given tomorrow
night at 8:13.
The story, originally written by
T. H. White, has been adapted by
its director. Alden Smith, assistant
professor ol speech.
Smith said that White’s "iinique English genius" has produced a "fresh and enchanting
tale of Lilliput In our own day."
The story concerns the adventures of Maria. a 10-year -old, and
her reign as "benevolent dictator"
of a colony of Lilliputians.
The little people had inherited
the story of their ancestors who
had been carried off to England
to be exhibited.
Maria, however, ends In letting
them live their own lives. Maria
later is rescued by her little
friends when they "swarmed to
her rescue in a cokt, damp dungeon."
Smith said, "There are some profound truths lurking in the
shadows of this fantasy."

Applicants Sought
For AWS Posts

Application deadline tia four Associated Women Students chairmanships is tomorrow, according
to Miss Margaret Harper, activities adviser.
Interested women may apply for
!MA’S cortespondent, cammunity
service, Big-Little Sister Day and
publicity chairmanships in Miss
harper’s office. Adm. 269.
Interviews will take place May
A bus service to and from the 18, 3:30 p.m., WG8.
Santa Clara Fairgrounds for the
Lambda Chi Alpha Pushcart Relays Friday will be available so Dinner Fetes Nurses
that spectators may come early for
Seniors being graduated from
the races and stay for the Alpha the Nursing Department will be
Phi Omega Bean Feed following honored at a dinner tonight. Giver
the Relays. Steve Wood, A Phi by the nursing faculty, the dinner
0 president, announced yesterday. will he at the home of Miss Grace
Bus service will begin at 1:30 Staple, head of the Nursing Dep.m. and continue stAtii 6:30 p.m. partment.

Special Bus Set
For Pushcart Races

NO. 125

Four Northern California Colleges in addition to SJS are observing this week Students’ Speak for Peace Day. Pictured (standing)
are Ben Zlataroff and Clark Akatiff and (kneeling) Gary Watson
and Carol Hume, members of the SJS committee, pointing out on
the map locations of other schools observing the day.

Jackson. a finalist in the
’recent Kaucher contest, will read
:the part of Maria. Gwen Sack and
John Wilson will read Mrs. Noakes
and the professor’s narts.
Maria’s enemies, Miss Brown
and Mr. Hater, will be read by
Cecilia Winokur and Jay Nliehells. Jim Dunn will represent the
law, reading Lord Lieutenant.

Lilliputians, story of five-inch
people originally created by Jona- i
than Swift in "Gulliver’s Travels."
will be read by Elaine Bartolone,
Clark Mires, Ray Baptista and Ben
, Shelton.
I Proceeds will go to the Dr. Dorothy Kaucher Oral Reading Award
fund, which is maintained exclusively by readings of this kind.

UPI ROUNDUP

Negro Named
Film Queen

obtain

all

applai athw

lroon

the

Student Union secretary.
KOED-TV telecast one-half hour’
,if the council’s meeting yesterday
ix:er its closed circuit station.
New ASH officer, wet e installed
last night at the installation banquet held at Haverily Foods Restaurant, Rich Hill. new ASB president, will chair next Wednesday’s
council meeting.

Award Fete
Signup Due
Reservation deadline for the second annual Recognition Banquet
has been extended until tomorrow,
according to Marilyn Lloyd, ban quet committee chairman. The
original deadline was yesterday.
The banquet is held annually in
recognition of students who have
rendered outstanding service to
the college. The event scill he Sunday at 5:30 p.m. in the eafetmia.
Attendance to the traditional
affair is by imitation only. Students attending the event must
pay their $1.50 banquet reservation fees at the Student Affairs
Business Mee by Friday, Miss
Lloyd said.
Robert C. Doerr, Spartan Foundation executive director. will
speak on the Spartan Foundation.
The foundation is paying $1 of
every student ticket purchased, reducing the cost to $1.50.
Welcoming addiess will he delivered by Pies. John T. Wahlquist.
Primary purpose of the banquet
will he to present bonen s and
awards to outstanding students,
Miss Lloyd said.
Who’s Vho In America aWri rds
and ASH Recognition awards
will be presented. In :addition.
special awards will be presented
In denartniental and honorary
fields.
:Members of the four campus
honorary organizations Spartan
Spears, Spartan Shields. Blue Key
and Black Masque will be annooncerl during the evening.
Outstanding seniors will he presented wrist watches and AWS
.
.
.
on campus.

CANNES, France. t*PD - Cecilia Cooper, 20. of New York. Tuesday night became the first Negro to win the title of "Miss Festival"
at the Cannes Film Festival.
The bikini -clad Cecilia appeared stunned by her triumph over a
score of European beauties including Amy Nelsen, Miss Paris of
1939, and 13 other girls.
WINTERS ’DISTURBED’
SAN FRANCISCO, (UMJonathan Winters, TV and night club
comedian, is mentally disturbed and will require "further hospitalization." Dr. T. E. Albers, superintendent of San Francisco hopsital said
yesterday.
Winters, whose off-stage antics landed him in the hospital’s
riychiatric ward, was arrested Tuesday for trying to board a sailing
.essel and climb the rigging.
After ’an examination by staff psychiatrists, Albers said "It
was found that Winters is quite distui bed."
THREE SABIREJETS CRASH
MYRTLE BEACH, S.C., (LTD - Three Air Force F-100 Super
Sabrejets crashed into the Atlantic Ocean early yesterday.
One body was recovered several hours later.
TIMELY TIPS
The Air Force said one witness. apparently the pilot of another
plane reported the three planes were observed to be descending
Handy ash trays
rapidly in a turn immedialety prior to the crash into the ocean.
can be made out
OUT OF STATE JC FEE!
of your old light
SACRAMENTO, (LTD A hill to (rabic California junior college
bulbs. However, if
district to charge a minimum of $180 annual tuition lee for out of
is unwise to try
state students v.as approved by the Senate Education Committee yesand make lightbulbs
terday.
out of old ash trays
The bill was introduced by Sen. Nelson Dilworth (Ft -Hemet) who
unless you are
said he thought such a charge was only fair since counties must pay
wearing a 39.95
tuition to each other if they send some of their residents to school
wash ’n wear suit
In another crrirty
from R/A and can
THE HAND THAT FEEDS
make a quick trip
SACRAMENTO. I UPD--A 12-year-old Sacramento Girl figured a
for the electrician.
wolf at 1.nr! Park Zan was hungry Teesdny so she offered him
piece cf eel(
ROOS ATKINS
Nan Broil lost the tip of her finger through her charity but she
F. war as Saga Clara
wasn’t angry IA the wolf. "He didn’t mmin to do it," she said. "It wa:
X,Xilliti=47;*::::,:.:,.-,-:.:Z,’,:.
a mistake"
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Student Court Uses
Push -Through Politics
down for sonic co lllll ient on Parker’s charges
and his only statement was that he wasn’t
going to look into it until he got Parker’s
letter.
He received Parker’s letter yesterday
afternoon. Time enough for a thorough
study?
Admittedly. with the ’constitution stating in black and white that Parker’s charges
were unfounded. there was no reason for
a big debate on the issue. But awareness of
maintaining good public relations should
have made the court feel it should do its
discussingor at least re -discussing. before
an open court. Was there anything so damaging in the closed session that could not
have been brought out infront of everyone? We doubt it.
Nor was Parker there either to defend
or at least to discuss his charges. which
made the action seem all the more onesided. Parker said he had read Tuesday’s
Spartan Daily and knew the hopelessness of
his case.
On the ASB By -Law amendment. the
Spartan Daily reporter asked Christiana
why the ballot stated that the by-law amendment, if passed by a majority of the students. would become law. (Even WO per
cent backing by the students would not
automatically make this by-law "law." It
requires Student Council approval.)
Christiana’s statement that the student:
would become confused if all this "legal
stuff- had been explained on the ballot
doesn’t do justice to the intelligence level
of SJS students.
J.O.

It certainly looked like a case of "pus11through"’ politics at Tuesday’s Student
Court meeting.
Quicker than you can say "Billy Gene
Parker." Chief Justice Dick Christiana announced that the court had checked his
charges of illegality in the by-law amendment ballot measure. and had found that
the Council had not acted illegally.",
We are not disputing this.
What we are disputing is the way in
which the decision was made.
Christiana had already prejudiced his
supposedly "unprejudiced " justices by his
unfair references to Parker’s letter of
charges. His interpretation of Parker’s letter was spiced with phrases like "I’ll explain
this as best I can since it’s so contradictory."
and -Right there he doesn’t know what he’s
talking about."
Such references did not go unnoticed
by the court justices. When Christiana
"closed" the court for a 10 minute session
(it ran about five minutes), several court
witnesses left the meeting. saying they knew
the court "already had its mind made up."
The court was closed. Christiana said.
so court justices could become familiar with
the case and be able to ask and to answer
questions from the floor. Why then, were
no questions asked or answered when debate was opened?
Christiana justified his action on the
grounds that his court members needed to
hear the views of someone who had studied
and looked into the charges. Yet for several days the Spartan Daily tried to pin him

SAVE THE SEA GULLS
TOKYO (UPI iBird lovers were
incensed today at the timing of a
Forestry Ministry announcement
that sea gulls are fair game for
hunters. This is National Bird
Week

Sahara Oil Co.
BEST GAS PRICES
IN SAN JOSE
AT
SECOND & WILLIAM

Speech Profs
Plan Faculty
ReadingHour
"A Potpourri of Gentle Humor" will be presented by request
in Studio Theater Tuesday afternoon at 3:30 featuring oral readings by two SJS professors.
Noreen La Barge Mitchell and
Alden Smith, asistant professors
of speech, will read from a program originally presented to the
Rev ideo Book Club at their annual guest night in April.
Mrs. ,Mitchell and Smith have
been working as a reading team
for almost seven years, and have
appeared before groups in Berkeley. San Francisco, the Los
Gatos Art Assn., and SJS Faculty Wives. They began reading
together at the request of Dr
Dorothy Kaucher, profesor emeritus of speech, and have been
popular throughout the Bay
Area since.
Mrs. Mitchell has been on the
faculty since 1952, and has read
professionally in California and
in the midwest. She has worked
in radio and television, and wrote,
directed and acted in a daily
radio program in Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Smith has worked professionally as a director and actor, and
has appeared on Boardway. Before coming to SJS in 1949, he
was director of the COP Little
Theater.
BOOKIE BANTER
SACRAMENTO (UPI)
Fred
Haines, a Sacramento barber,
scribbled a note to Judge Raymond
Coughlin after hearing he was
charged with bookmaking. It said:
"I plead guilty." Haines is a deaf
mute.
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earthpeople
iiliIlliiiillliliIIllIIliIillilliilliiliIIlIIIBy JERRY NACHNIANIIIIIIIIIIII11/111111111
(As this intrview was held last Sunday, any opinions, comments and obser.
nations on Mr. Whilst’ in roc way reflect the writer’s attitude on the corn
so:lien’s recent hcepitalisalion.Editor’s note.)

VALLEY
FAIR
ESTABLISHED 1886

Diamonds
Rings
Fine Jewelry
CH 8-2900

44 Valley Fair

FREE

FREE

FULL QUART OF MILK
with every

NEW YORK collo
STEAK #1"
Includes.
Garlic Bread, Chili,
Salad and Baked Potato

ALSO . . .
EVERY SUN., MON., TUES.

TOP SIRLOIN
STEAK

$107

Students Must Show ASB

Julian

(For)

Fourth and Julian

Card

Steaks

Next to Burger Bar

SNOWMAN-SHAPED Comedian Jonathan Winters stood before
an anxious audience at the boxy "hungry i" nightclub Sunday trying
hard to be funny.
Only the crowd wasn’t laughing. His remarks referring to the
recent "shark" incident when a killer-shark fatally gashed a San
Francisco State freshman) landed too close to the tragic borderline to.behumorous. It brought only giggles.
The first half of his show was a mish-mashy rambling on beatniks. "mooncats" and his personal life which merely made the
audience restless and a little embarrassed; they waited patiently for
the usual seam -busting routines for which they had paid $2.50 a seat.
Midway through the show, Winters who stands behind the
mike like a St. Bernard on its hindlegs- finally began a few of
his famous bits, which he sardonically termed "commercial." Finally the laughs came.
*
*
*
AFTER THE SHOW, the pudgy 5 foot 10 man who says "I am a
humorist -not a comedian" sat at the bar, his sad black eyes nearly hidden back in the thick folds of his round face. His eyes drooping like a basset hound’s; and when he talks, the corners of his
mouth curl southward making him look as if he is about to weep.
But Jonathan Winters. though basically a funnyrnan, is both a
wit and a kind of second-rate philosopher. "Will Rogers had stature," he says, "and he was a humorist.
"People don’t see because they don’t read," he says. "And if they
don’t like it they hold up a mirror; then when they don’t like what
they see in that, they decide not to see anything."
"But the ssorld is full of wonderful squares," Winters comments.
"James Thurber calls them ’Wonderful O’s’ in his book. Winter
reads a lot. listing 0. Henry. Orwell, Wylie. Benchley and Dickens
th; his favorites. He adds. "Better put the Bible at the top; ’Peyton
Place’ will never outsell the Bible."
His favorite comics are Bob & Ray and Ernie Kovacs.
*
*
*
IN REPLY to a question on what he thought about today’s
world situation, Winters said, -Madam Truseau has come to work;
her museum of wax figures are coming to life."
The cheeky 32 -year -old humorist’s brand of fun often wobbles
precariously on the brink of what is generally considered truth and
what is generally considered had taste. Ills defence: "A humorist
P4 a non -conformist, an individualist. IA hen Patrick Henry said
’Gisp me liberty or give me death’ he hit the whole thing pretty
damn squarely on tlie bead."
Winters’ wierd noises have
helped ear-mark him as different. "Einstein was different," he
Do you like peosays. "He clung to his sneakers
ple? Are you a
and sweatshirt at Princeton and
now he’s St. Einstein to the
hard worker?
scientists.
"Being an American is a
Want to earn
great experience and I wouldn’t
S840-51530 on a
have missed it for the world.
People don’t have a sense of huSummer Job?
nvir." he says, "hilt these Pirtle
people are dying to laugh."
CUTCO, a division at
lie says, "I don’t think humor
Wear-Ever, is selecting men
’ow filer die out; the people
to handle its dynamic new
won’t let it."
merchandise. An enthusiasJonathan Winters is an idealist
tic group of money makers
and not always the buffoon he
from San Jose State are enappears to be on stage. His is a
joying Cutco opportunities
WA of lonely laugh In the dark.
right now. If you feel cap.
Though perhaps the pursuit for
able, ambitious, and are hon.’
truth in his humor will bind him
est, contact Mr. Scott for
rather than set 111111 free.
an interview at College
Placement or 2610 El Camino Real, Redwood City on
Patronize Our
Thursday, May 14 at 7:00
p.m.
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Music Literature

by Dick Bibler

Music Literature
feature the SJS WWilolmsienigr
Club under
der the direction s:olreeks
or
Rusell Harrision, asistant Or,
pro.
fessor of Music, today at
1110
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COURTESY DISCOUNTS
TO STUDENTS
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Till 9 p.m.
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National Art Frat
Resorts to Cinema
To Lure Members

FOR THE FINES?
flattops

crews

harvards

contours

Specializing in
Personalized Service

Recruiting methods for organizations sometimes take on weird
shapes, but for uniqueness,
Alpha Gamma, national art fraternity, certainly tops most
other campus groups.
Each semester, the members
produce a 13-minute movie, entirely student -written-acted and
photographed.
This semester’s membership
will chive to Carmel Sunday to
shoot the current scenes. They
will use their original school of
acting, called "spontaneous exposition," and follow a theme
that is still in the rough draft
stage now.
Rumor has it that the script
will try t3 imitate a 1929 film
put out by Salvadore Dali that
presented its theme via surrealism and produced some rather
horrifying results. Dan probably
had a definite idea to put across
in his film, but a few scenes of
people with no mouths and shattered eyeballs made it rather
hard to grasp.
Alpha Gamma productions
have included quite a variety of
plots in past years. Last year’s
effort, "Evil Triumphs." was an
adult western, and the year before, the group produced "Sea
Siren Sue." a monster show. The
monster movie ended happily, but
the group policy provides for an
always triumphent villain.
Alpha Gamma will show the
results of Sunday’s excursion in
the Cafeteria, tentatively, June
2. President Tom Dibble said at
each recruiting sesion, they show
all the movies, then as a bonus
attraction, silow them all backwards.
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BUY - t1 - BUCKET
4565 Stevens Creek Road, Santa Clara

CHOW HOUNDS ...on the sp,
1.00

GHETTI or RAVIOLI YOU CAN EAT
FOR ONLY

Just show your student body card
and then sit down and stuff yourself.
We also serve your favorite light or dark beverage
HOURS:
Tues. to Fri.
4 p.m. 2 a.m.
Sot. and Sun.
noon til 2 a.m.

BUY-th-BUCKET

Try our
Delicious
Pizza!

Orders to Take Out

Phone CH 8-6244

Closed Mondays

SKIN DIVERS!
San Jose’s most complete stocks of
diving equipment. We handle all leading brands!
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VOIT
HEALTHWAYS
B. C. WET SUITS
Compare our prices on Scuba equipment. Free practical instruction with
every Scuba unit.
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Portola Cleaners
805 State St.

CY 2 6535

Cope & McPheters
Cl’ 5-2939

66 W. San Antonio

SAL and LUIGI’S
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347 South First Street

SPAGHETTI and MEATBALLS
With Delicious Meat Sauce. Reg. 1.75, Special
The "Man With The Mustachn
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DELICIOUS
Reg. 1.75, Special
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PLAIN CHEESE PIZZA
Reg. 1.00. Special

ROAST

CHICKEN

"ITALIAN

STYLE’

1.25

SHORT ORDERS AND DINNERS TO

GO

Open Daily 4 p.m. - 72:30 a m., Fri. and Sat. 4 p.m. - 2 a.m.
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Johnson ... Sports Editor

Gary Ryan captured the freshman baseball batting crown for
the 1959 season with a .450 average, according’ to statistic’s released by coach Warren Fraleigh.
Ryan also topped the pitchers
with a 4.54 ERA. The strapping
righthander also topped the club
in hits with 18, and RBI’s with
11.
First baseman Ron Harris finished with 10 RBI’s, while Eujan
had 11 hits to follow Ryan in these
departments.
Ken Roble received 12 walks
to top the club.
The Spartababes had a season
record of four wins and ten losses.
Team Statistics:
BATTING
AB
RBI Avg.
Ryan
40
18
II
.450
Richards
21
9
2 .438
Guerra
43
7
2 .333
Luian
43
11
4 .255
Robin
31
7
1
.225
Snyder
7 .214
2$
6
Harris
40
10 .200
27
2 .185
11
Magallon
.181
2
Caselli
7
1
.142
Wright
30
4
3 .133
16
2
O .125
Halbwack
28
3
1
.107
,Zo:riini:ettne
10
O .100
we.,
20
O .060
Pontigo
7
O .000
Costa
3
0 .000
O .000
FleYel
PITCHING
ER SO BB H W I ERA
Ryan
37 22 23 21 38 2 3 4.54
Wilson 54 33 40 34 48 2 5 8.73
Rich’ds 10 2
3 6 4 0 1 4.18
3 2
Floyd
2 2 0 0 6.00

THE YANKEES ARE THROUGH! This cry has echoed across
the country since the Yankees started the season early in April.
THE YANKEES ARE NOT THROUGH! They have the same club
that captured the pennant last fall and carried them to their tremendous World Series victory over the Milmaukee Braves.
Last season New York received tremendous pitching f
big
millet Bob Turley and always milable Vk’hitey Ford. This season
Will of these top hurlers are in New l’ork livery. Dail Larsen, the
second half of the fanious Turley eschange, was bothered by at sore
a nal through most of last season. This year he Is reported to be
ready with an aims that is "73 per eent better than last year."
Further, so-called expert analysts have stated that the likes of
Git mcDougald and Elston Howard are nothing but overrated ball
players.
IT’S SURPRISING HOW these same performers were written up
as the backbone of the Yankee drive in the late stages of the 1958
World Series. This year they are bums.
Some sportswriters have taken their cue from the much publicized
’lickey Mantle. In nearly every sports or baseball magazine the reader
the headline, "When Is Mantle Going To Reach His Peak?"
Mantle has reached It. In 1937 the Yankee switch hitter captured the triple crown la the American League. Last season Mantle
runs and batted .3118. In temps of what the
led the league in I
rust
rs want from Mantle, this is not minis. Ile has to swat 40
home runs every season: he must attain a .343 batting average each
war: and must have 120 RBI’s each season to fulfill the image the
:iscrage anti -Yankee fan has built.
The same holds true for the Yankees as a team. If the formidable
Yankees don’t mow the American League opponents Jith the ferociousness (4 a mad African elephant, then they are supposedly through.
SHOULD THE CLEVELAND INDIANS hold their position atop
the junior circuit at the end of September, they will be crowned "Yanbee Killers." Praises will flow and descriptive adjectives will fly, to
describe the tremendous contribution the Tribe did for the good of the
American game.
The Yankees are the best team in the American League despite
their lowly position. When the pressure becomes too great for the other
clubs, the Old Pro will rise to be crowned the champion once again.
It’s New York and Milwaukee in the 1959 World Series and the
Yankees World Champions in six games.
-------- - - -
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"SHAGGY DOG"
Fred McMurray
plus
my Award Winner

,’Boo’ Shouts
MIIVFRIR 1Ring Loud
For Cepeda
BOTH
C Y
25
.

- 8 4

0 5

E. SANTA.CLARA
_

FOR 75c
wsdog-go,efuton?
WALT,
DISNEY

SAN FRANCISCOLast year it
Was "Viva Cepeda!" and now it’s
"Boo, yah bum!"
For Orlando Cepeda, who stormed to the National League’s Rookie
of the Year award last season
while clubbing .312 as the top
clutch hitter for the Giants, is in
a slump. When he comes to bat
now, he gets the loud boo or sarcastic cheer instead of the former
plaudits which echoed all the way
home to his native Puerto Rico.
As the Giants prepared to
meet tbe Millie,: yesterday, Orlando’s average had sagged to
.270, he bad gotten four hits In
27 trips In the past Ms games
at home and had driven across
two nuts.
Everybody has an idea on how
to bring back that ready smile
which used to be the tawny fellow’s trade mark.
"He’s not spreading his feet
enough," opines Manager Bill Rigney. "Last year his feet were further apart. Now he hinges at the
hall more because he is trying so
hard to break loose."
Out in the batting cage, Cepeda
digs In with his pigeon-toed stance
and lashes viciously at the stuff
served up by Bill Pcksedel, once
top-notch hurler but now the
Giants pitching coach who throws
in half-speed deliveries for the
hays to rip. Posedel currently is
fairly safe on the mounds when
he faces Cepeda. Orlando has been
banging most of the stuff into the
dirt or popping it up.
"Hey, do something different!"
the very vocal Jackie Brandt
calls out to the stniggling first
baseman. "Change your stance
around or something!"
Cepeda says, in his heavy Spanish accent. "I stand the same way
and will hit soon again. You see."
The he pops another up and
makes way for the next hitter.
"Suit yourself," Jackie needles.
"Go oh -for-11 then cry in a corner
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GUYS -GALS...
"Tne most exciting French
offering since champagne
and crepes suzettes!"
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Daily Mirror

1(4 ictiglete

Spencer Tracy
IN

"THE OLD MAN
AND THE SEA"

BARDOT

*xte

EL RANCHO

DRIVE
IN

"GIDGET"

"NEVER

STEAL ANYTHING
SMALL"

James Cagney Shiroy

P’
fh

"She
breathes
sex in a
bikini
dazzling

NOW PLAYING AT

package

"THUNDER IN
THE SUN"

)aindeed!"
NY Pont
"Oil. You (In ?Wee th. nd.ng nel
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ANYTIME IS 8ARDOT TIME!

Plus

BRIGETTE

BARDOT
Dirk
39
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_

’Doctor at Sea’
47@MNII-E;
CV- 7 - 30 IF 0

THE STUDIO

SUSAN HAYWARD
JEFF CHANDLER
PLUS

"FORBIDDEN
ISLAND"
JON HALL

STARTS SUNDAY 7 P.M.

NOW! THE ORIGINAL FOLIES BERGERE
1136

BROUGHT TO YOU DIRECT FROM PARIS

* ***I A LAVISH MUSICALI-

9c
5c

dEANMAIRE I

IN TECHNICOLOR

PLUS

the World’s Most GORGEOUS,
The Train Story of the TITANIC .

(,IRIS

"A NIGHT TO REMEMBER"
your critics rfIna on
Coffee Free
Students with(Check
Cards Only 75c
01:1 ono)
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,

s.)mepiacc."
"I don’t cry in corner." Cepeda
retorts.
When Orlando comes up again
a soft voice behind the screen
says to him "Chico, ChicoJust
.rim to hit back through the
middle."
The 1141%1CP is coming from
Willie Mays, who knows %Mllething *about slumps and how to
cure them. Crises,e takes dead
aim for the mound and lashes
a long drive down the left field
line.
"That’s right." Willie tells him.
"Hit for the middle and soon you’ll
he hittin’ all over the place like
you used to. Then nobody will
remember any slump."
Danny Murtauch, grim -looking
manager of the Pirates who Just
left town, also has some advice "Don’t listen to any."
Out on the diamond. Cepeda digs
in and swings hard again, battling
to recapture some of yesterday’s
cheers.
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Pro Golfers On TV

Stme6a11
Resuit,:s

HOLLYWOOD, (UPIIA group
of top pro golf stars have signed
with a television film company for
a three-year agreement covering
So hour-long matches with total
prize money near $300.000.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Filming of the first matches was
201 100 000-4 12 2 scheduled to get
Chicago
underway in mid.
000 000 000-0 5 0
Boston
Shaw and Lollar: F. Sullivan, Combo June.
(4) and White.
Cleveland at New York, postponed. rain
HUMIDOR
Detroit at Washington, night, rain.
Kansas City at Baltimore, postponed
SMOKE SHOP
rain.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Philadelphia . . 000 000 000-0 2 C
501 000 000-6 7 c
’San Francisco
Goma:, Cardsrell (2), Phillips (I) and
Thomas, Hagan (8): S. Jonas and Land.
vips.
A rith. HIGMays. Wagner.
-Central Press Owde

Your Papers Seem in Order
Andre Rodgers, Giant shortstop, takes a throw from second baseman Daryl Spencer to force Pittsburgh Pirates shortstop Dick
Groat. The Pirates defeated the Giants, 6-5, in 12 innings Tues.
day afternoon. Umpire is Bill Jackowski.

IFC Nines
Meet Today
For Crown
Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Delta
Upsilon clash today for the inter.
fraternity softball championship at
Willow St. Park. Game time is
3:45 p.m.
SAE went undefeated through
its five game National League
schedule to take the crown in that
loop. Bob McGetchin, SAE hurler
compiled a 1.66 ERA for the season
while his mates were averaging
eight runs per game.
DU won the American League
title in a playoff game Tuesday
with ATO, the score was 3-2. DU
flinger George Wilson has an ERA
of 1.33 for regular season competition.
Probable starting lineups:
DU
Fred Rosa
Maury Hill
Al Harris
Rich Markstein
Jim Kies:
Durwood Tell
Dave Mathis
Stave Stiles
George Wagner

1B
2B
38
SS
IF
CF
RB
C
P

SAE
Bob Sullivan
Doug Williams
Chuck Dunbar
Jack Davis
Bob Faleska
Don Ruff
Bill Martin
Ron Earl
Bob McGatchin

000-0 3 0
Cincinnati ). LPGem"
000000 000 (0.2).
007 000 12.I0 13 0
Schmidt (3), Rudolph (5), 0’
TCohi:1:116(717’)
lio
and Bailey: Hobble (4.3) and
S. Taylor. LPPurkey (4-3). MRBanks.
Milwauke 3, St, Louis 2.

000 030 030-6 9 2
Pittsburgh
Los Angsdes
000 301 000-4 6 1
_ _
Kline, Face (7) and Burgess, Foiles
(II): Drysdale, Labin (8) and Rose.
Tribe Tops Broncos bore’
Pignat" Demeter.
(8)’
MRsStuart,
-^
STANFORD, UPI1- -Earl Russell spaced nine hits as he pitched
Stanford to a 7-2 win over Sant,’
Clara Tuesday. Jim Burke smasi, :
a double arid single to lead
Cards.
The win strengthened Stanfoi
hold on the all-important see’,
spot in the CIBA. With loop 1,
ing USC ineligible, it will be I,
second place team which represents the league in post season
_mmPetition.

Imported Smoking
pipes, cigars, accessories
POCKET BOOKS & MAGAZINES
339 S. FIRST

CT 7-4653

Holiday
Burgers

In The Swing
Of Things With
Our Quick Lunches"
"Stay

We offer youQualify
Work of Reasonable Prices
Plus Convenience .. .

Complete Motor Tune-ups
Complete Ignition & Generator Service
Front-end Alignment
Complete Brake Work
Wheel Balancing

Steak Sandwich

19c
24c
24c
49c

Fish Sticks

39c

Burgers
Cheese Burgers

Chili

QUALITY USED CARS

Beans

44c

Prawns

Student Rates

VIC’S
MOBIL SERVICE
17th and Santa Clara
CY 4-7979

Italian Burger

49c

Pizza

49c

"Visit
our Den"

TAKE

ADVANTAGE
OF OUR

13( Burgers
EYEPY TUESDAY

Corner of Fourth and San Fernando

Why did

14,436
sophomores
enter advanced
Army R.O.T.C.
during 1958?
Many more applied. Not all were accepted.
In more than 200 U. S. colleges, 14,436 college
sophomores met the high standards set. These
students were selected to continue officer
training in the advanced R.O.T.C. course.
Why did each of these young men decide
that he would benefit by fulfilling his military
obligation as an Army officer? Here are two
important reasons. Perhaps they’ll help you
make your decision.

RESPONSIBILITIES
in command of men. More
you gather LEADERSHIP

1...TRADITIONAL

As an Army officer, you’re
men than the number supervised by many civilian executives years older than yourself. To meet your command responsibilities, you employ a great many of the
LEADERSHIP principlesacquired inadvanced R.O.T.C.
training. And your executive potential develops while

2.. .TRADITIONAL

experience. The executive
ability you gain as an Army officer will be an important
advantage in any civilian career. That’s why employment
directors often prefer men who have served as commissioned officers. These men have already proven their
capacity to handle executive responsibility.

,REWARDS

In every organization, greater responsibilities mean
greater rewards. The traditional prestige of an Army
officer is matched by material advantages. A second
lieutenant earns a minimum of 5355.88 per month
plus substantial fringe benefits. Think you might want
to marry soon after graduation? An officer’s salary can

make things a great deal easier for a married couple
just starting out. What’s more, an Army officer is entitled to take his dependents with him, wherever possible, iniasine sharing the fun of travel with your wife
--in the United States or foreign countries like France,
Germany or Japan.

Responsibilities
TRADITIONAL
lu Rewards

U.S.ARMYR.O.T.C.

SOPHOMORES:

.ire yom
apply for
Why not
advanced Army considering
discs’s:
R.O. r C?
your decision
fit rsor of
with the Pro.
Military Science
college? HO/
be glad to and Tactics at )(lop.
talk it ova’,
with you.
Irkether la

;

%RIVING DAY RUTS

New Departme nt -lute
Heads Named

Thursday. May It

,PARTAN DAILY

NASHVILLE, Tenn (UPI,
A
,ELLIVHnialpmoc
prison employe
ruesday that the furniture er ed
he was handling were heavier
than
usual. Guards found they
held four

Bolshoi in S F ,
Premiere June 5

fleeing convicts, wrapped

uP with
the furniture in brown paper
und
Dr. Edison Greer of Lockheed Aircraft Corp. and Dr. James T. cardboard.
Smith of IBM have been appointed by Pres. John T. W’ahlquist to fill
department head positions in September.
Dr. Greer has been appointed head of the Mathematics Department. Smith will nil the position of Electrical Engineering Department
Under New Management
head. Dr. Greer received his 13.5. from Emporia StateTeachers College,
of
University
the
from
Ph.D.
JOE and MARY VENTURA
MS from Kansas State College and
-- Kansas. All degrees were In matheARE

I lanosa has calusuied
By MARJORIE NICKSON
Exciting as much curiosity in ability that. mond put Broadway
America as El’. is Presley would in ;a-tresses to shame.
Moscow. the Bolshoi Ballet is
l’ianova, along with three other
bounding through its third week in
top ballerinas in the company of
New York. Due to hit San Franlid. is malul responsible for the
fascinating theater the Bolshol
cisco June 5-7. the Russian troupe
is reputed to present.
is causing New York ticket scalpSan Francisco opening night will
ers heart strings to vibrate to the
, he -Giselle." C.,:rtain time is 8:30
tune of $150.
Choice seats for the San Fran- p.m.
cisco War Memorial Opera House
opening sold out the first day I,
a paltry $25.
Heralded throughout the world
(although its first Western appearance was a mere three years

ago in London), the Dolshol
blends classic technique with a
las ish. lush production style.
Offering classics i"Swan Lake."

WAC Recruiting

tn 3 o.m.

Pre-Med
To View
Operation

Calculator
Tour Today

Members of the Society for the
Ad% ancement of Management will
tour the Merchant Calculator Co.
"Giselle," "Les Sylphidesn along ; in Oakland today. John McEwen.
with a Prokotiev premiere ("Stone club president, announced recently
This will be the final industrial
Flower" 1. the ballet molds drama.
fantasy. acrobatics and melody in- tour of the semester, he stated.
Those attending will lease from
to one delicious dessert.
Chief attraction of the company the Student Union at 1 p.m. The
is 49-year-old Galina Ultmova. tour begins at 2:30 p.m.
Besides manufacturing busines,
prima ballerina. No longer physically able to out -last younger stars, machines, Merchant is working on
electronic data processing equip- - ment, which will be discussed on
the tour. M&-Ewen said.
Students interested in applying
for a Woman’s Army Corps officer ,
commission upon graduation are
invited to discuss the WAC program with a representative today
Capt. Mildred Qualls will be in
the Placement Office, Adm234.
Imm 10 a.m. to noon and from 1

ACE LUNCHEON

-Closed circuit tele% ision easily

Cadet Martin Smith (left) and West Davis of San Jose State’s
ROTC Army division make one of their routine checks with one
of the many school traffic patrols. The youngsters pictured here.
are from Meyerhoh Elementary School in Cupertino.

’

City To Honor
T

raffic Patrols

39 Men Eligible
For Honor Frat

complete line
ROTC and AFROTC
Equipment

nursing, physiology and health and
hygiene," said Dr. Robert Richter,
.assistant professor of zoology, yesterday.
Dr. Richter is performing a spaying olseration of a Collie over closed
circuit TV Monday night at 7:30.
in Cl-1349, Air the Pre -Medical Society. This operation will be open
to any students interested in seeing operating technique.
The spaying of a German shepherd pup was televised for a Biological Science Department seminar
last week. The operation was
termed a success by members of
the department.

San Jose State ROTC Cadets - nation of the youngsters’ service.
have been training traffic patrols
and awards will lw presented by
at various elementary schools in
Chief of Police Ray Muchmore.
Interested persons are invited to
preparation for a School Traffic .
Thirty-nine lower division men
Patrol Recognition Day slated for attend the ceremonies starting at ’Juniors
tudents learned f theirdi NI
San Jose Municipal Stadium next 1 p.m.
ity for membership In Phi Eta
At the Monday Junior Class
Sigma yesterday. said Dr. Wil- Thursday.
meeting, Bob Eastman, Dick Day"Operation
Pied
Piper"
will
comliam Dusel, v ice president of the
bell and Ross Phelps were sworn
mend the work of over 900 youngcolic e
into office by Chief Justice Dick
, sters representing 43 public anti
Christiana.
Phi Eta Sigma is a national
paroehial schools.
They will hold the positions of
lower division scholastic honor
This year the junior police TODAY
society. Under the sponsorship
NATIONAL SCIENCE TEACHERS president and class representathe
has,.
a
spotless
record.
Not one
ASSN., George Buonocore to Teak on respectively.
of Tan Delta Phi, the fraternitN
serious accident has occurred
"First Year Teaching Problems, 5237,
Joan Hafsal was elected secreseeks to encourage high scholasi 30 p.m. Also nomination and election
this year at a crossing manned
tary and Donna Lenz treasurer.
tic achiesement.
of officers.
these y
gsters.
by
An overall grade point averPI LAMBDA, election of officers, St,.
Patrols hose been inspected and ’
dent Unibn, 7:30 p.m.
age of 5.5 or better is required.
rated each year by Sergeant HerLUTHERAN STUDENTS ASSN., dinbert Miller, San Jose Police De- ’ ner. 6 p.m.; film on Rosicrucians, 7 p rn
s tsCRE FIRED
partment, and Arthur Philpott; Christian Center. All students invited
SOCIAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
(ISPORTO, Portugal (UPD-The , traffic analyst.
election of officers, TH26, 3:30 p.m.
ople of Oporto are out for the I
Recognition Day is the culmi150 E. SANTA CLARA
of the National Information
TOMORROW
-,eretariat cartographer who dress
CYpress 2-7726
NEWM.AN CLUB, Newman Hall,
mass, 7:30 am.
.p a new government map de
QUALITY MEATS
FIRST
-.1,4-nM to attract foreign tourist,
RETAIL & WHOLESALE
Portugal. He left out Oporto
tie country’s second largest city
with half a million inhabitants.

Install Proxy

Sparta guide

it

MARCHICK’S
ARMY -NAVY

tions of

for

class demonstrasurgery techniques for

could be used
--spartafoto

STATE MEAT
MARKET

Briefcases
Binders
Luggage
Slide Rules
Drawing Sets
Microscopes
Telescopes
-HL,F SDAY NIGHT
223 So. First Street

WAA Splash
Party Today

:111
;ice 1115111.1i
the WAA Party today from 3 to
6:30 p.m. at Club Almaden. Swimming, a picnic, games, and enter-

tainment will he featured.
Signup lists for food are

in the
patio of the Women’s Gym. Students may take a main dish, salad.
1 rolls or bread, dessert, or soft
drinks. Everyone is requested to
take her own utensils and arrange
her own transportation.
An entrance fee of 60 cents will
he taken at thie gate. This includes
’1,:e of the swimming pool.

ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUSE
545 S. 2nd. St. - Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

CLASSIFIEDS

Bacon Squares

25, LB
tresh

ti

Where Servings Are Large
And Prices Are Right

Classified Rates:
25c a line first insertion
20c line succeeding insertions
2 lin minimum.
To Place an Ad:
Cell at Student Affairs Office,
Room 16, Tower Hell
No Phone Orders

PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS

Lowest Gas Prices
ETHYL-100
REG.-90

OCTANE
OCTANE

Cigarettes 18:
All Major Oils-38: qt.

20 STATIONS
4th & William-6th & Keyes

, malice.

He has taught at the University
of Kansas, Kansas Stqte College,
old Mount San Antonio College.
He has been employed by Aeroparts Manufacturing Co., Beech
Aircraft Corp., Douglas Aircraft
Co., Convair Guided Missiles DMsion, Aerojet-General Corp. and
I,ockheed Aircraft.

Smith received Ms R.A. and
M.S. from Kansas State Teachers College. Ile received a Ph. D.
In physics from the University of
Colorado.
He taught at Kansas State
Teachers College and the University of Colorado after serving with
the Navy. Since 1955 he has been
a staff physicist at IBM. He has
been teaching part-time In S.IS.

BACK!!
- DAILY SPECIAL -

A delidci us ci leie ore
cmpon!,
meal .

oa

RIB STEAK With French Fries $
and Salad
Or

1.25

- WEEKEND

SPECIA I

Steak and Eggs with
Orange
*coffJuice
iceo r

Included
l; In All
Above Dinners,

ACE LUNCHEON
478 S. 10th Street
6:30 a.m. - 8:30 p

WORK OF AHTby

ART CLEANERS
398 E. SANTA CLARA
SWEATERS & CASHMERE COATS
our
DISCOUNT
SPECIALTY
with your
1 HOUR SERVICE
ASB CARD

PIZZA
With Atmosphere
For the most delicious atmosphere ever to come from
a pizza anywhere, follow your nose to San Remo’s.
We use only the choicest ingredients in our Italian.
madepizzas; fresh mushrooms, our own home-made
sausage, the best quality olive oil. If you want the
best in pizza, come to San Remo’s!

Stewing Chicken

29‘ LB.

fresh entre] lean

Groups Welcome,
Closed Monday and Tuesday

Ground Beef

49‘ LB.

Armour Star

Canned Picnics

4L 2.49

San Remo’s
218 WILLOW ST.

CV 4-4009

A new idea in

FOR SALE
’59 Vspa 150ce. Cost $488, sell $399.
CL i -0409.
TR-2 ’55 Herd top, ,oft too wire -oh.
-oriaeau h’t 32 000 miles. $1495. CV
2 6839.

Salem refreshes your taste

’53 Ford 2-Dr, R&H ex. cond. sacrifice.
apprec. CY 3-4477 or CV 5-3682.
FOR RENT
ITouring bicycle for sale. Phone Cl.
Accepting res. for summer. June 15-1
5-pt. t5. 2-bdrm. opts. $100 per apt ’ ’56 Austin-Healey-very good ,ondition,
Suitable for 4 persons, CV 7-2192. apt. 1 tonneau cover. heater $1850. Call CV
No I, 971 S. 7th.
7-4056 or 555 S. Ph St. Apt. 7.
ree to

SUMMER

RATES torn. studio I end 2 ’49 Ford Cone. with 53 Mem. aril,ap’s.
w carpet, built in app. R&H. $150. AN 9-2964.
New bd1s. ms1,s rese-wioascow
WANTED
s.mmer rates We will also reserve aots
ft, is sem. Las Kirby, Mgr. CV 4-9042
Girl to shore apt. w;th pco’ fcr surr-r
Studio end 1-bdrm. Apt, furnished, water JAY CV 22001.
ard as -b. pd. 2 and 3 students. $80 so.
HELP WANTED -MALE
712 S. 10fh S’. CV 5-5311 or eve. CV
4-4229.
Male college students ard iv, n s.rnmer
.
Furn. Studios ard 1-bitern. apts. All e!ac. yr., irterwedo-iro
a urge .
re
’
New. 5,7; ami so. 617 S. 9th.
oampa gr. Yr. alt.i’ be aPe to trove,
days a ...eel, with:. 50 m ’e, of v.. .
Applications for apts. at 452 5. 4th nom rc-re.
1.1 s have oar ad ree apcea
being taken for summer, at summer :
arcs. Eami $100 per iveeii
rates. CV 4-Er.,135 r..r AL 2-3420.
-er
Col EL Cor
4. 247 12 7 4 p
;r
cle7,
Comp. Funs. Base. Apt. with Kitch. 3, tan ro personal inieru;e4 wit compa,
maI-,, 127 eat,’ CV 4.7169.
aitec . .e.
Now accepting res. ;r:r fel sem. 2.1Arrn.
e ;.fr 4. $160 inc. Cell CY
nrr-$.
7 2192 or scaly Mgr.. Acit, No. I, SI
S. itit Sr.

WORK WANTED

Typing in

my home. Call after S pro
f 4-f364 Isabet Bubb. 172 S. lOth St

Full time summer job. fr,
Rooms for summer school. One. and two Hew*
kit.
with
r--en
oriv. By the week or rr.c cr 94911.
Fret. House. Cal. CV 59601
2.4I S. I I.,.

or

,

rc

t

_

LOST AND FOUND
---- -Reward offered to fork" of, O
New, Med, apt for rent. Water and I wetth Left in Auto Si’gri
garb. ed. washirg and drying fec. $75 : Aots Bldg ) Wvd. May 6. See Dor,If in’arested ca.1 CV 5-7512.
waoseg or tall CV 7-1088 niter 6.

inquire
8 R097.

Furn, studio apts. for summer. 155
$5.) U’Lca. I to 4 studut.s. 664 S.

MISCELLANEOUS
for music avail. evenings
.,y
5..
b AD.,. 141 S. 1st CY 4-1396
GIRLS- Dress better fur .555, Elegest
S.Irts 1, $3: Suits
-, ,
i’ 2. 71.., Shop, 33’
St

Sr. a’e

V,.

Apt.

Apt,

232

No. 0th, apt.

for boys, $21 ea.

4 CL ;

Practice rms.

1 ,2 S. 12*,

5.P1 L^ weelda’

Sar

1:.

y 10-4. Sit, 10 12

menthol fresh
rich tobacco taste
modern filter, too

riti.

Smoking was never like this before! Salem refreshes your taste just as a glorious
Spring morning refreshes you. To rich tobacco taste, Salem adds a surprise softness
that gives smoking new ease and comfort. Yes, through Salem’s pure -white. modern
filter flows the freshest taste in cigarettes. Smoke refreshed . . . smoke Salem!

Take a Puff...It’s Springtime

